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A comparison of discrete granular material models
with continuous microplane formulations
Ellen Kuhl, Gian Antonio D’Addetta, Hans J. Herrmann, Ekkehard Ramm

Abstract The main objective of this paper is the discus-
sion of two different strategies of simulating the consti-
tutive behavior of granular assemblies. For this, we will
focus on discrete particle methods which are widely used
in physical science and on continuum–based microplane
models which are applied by the engineering community.
After deriving the overall constitutive equations based on
Voigt’s hypothesis, special focus will be dedicated to the
comparison of the relations between the microscopic and
macroscopic quantities of each model. It will be demon-
strated, that the two basically different modelling tech-
niques lead to remarkably similar results for elastic as well
as elasto–plastic material behavior.

1
Motivation
The constitutive description of the mechanical behavior
of granular systems is of great interest to the fields of
geotechnics and various other related applications. By tak-
ing into account the discrete nature of the microstructure
of a granular assembly, numerous different discrete mod-
els have been developed, compare for example Cundall
& Strack [1] or Bathurst & Rothenburg [2]. Most
of them are based on a finite number of discrete, semi-
rigid spherical or polygon-shaped particles interacting by
means of contact forces. The specification of an appro-
priate contact law is probably the most significant part
of the discrete model. For example, the contact behavior
can be formulated in a linear or nonlinear elastic fashion
according to the classical Hertz model or include fric-
tional effects along the line of Coulomb’s friction law.
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In order to compare the results of the discrete element
simulation with macroscopic measurements, different ave-
raging techniques can be applied in order to derive
homogenized quantities characterizing the overall behav-
ior of the assembly. Thus, the definition of the macro-
scopic stress tensor has been studied intensively in the
beginning of the 80s and can now be considered as
well-established, see Rothenburg & Selvadurai [3] or
Christoffersen, Mehrabadi & Nemat-Nasser [4].
During the last decade, various studies have been ded-
icated to the derivation of explicit expressions for the
overall strain tensor, compare Kruyt & Rothenburg
[5], and, accordingly, for the macroscopic constitutive
moduli Walton [6], Cambou, Dubujet, Emeriault &
Sidoroff [7], Emeriault & Cambou [8], Chang [9] and
Liao, Chang, Young & Chang [10]. While these ho-
mogenization strategies are based on the assumption of
an elastic material behavior, dislocation and plastic flow
which have been found experimentally by Drescher &
de Josselin de Jong [11] are incorporated in more ad-
vanced studies, see Chang [12] for example. It should be
mentioned, that though the discrete particle models per-
form excellent for cohesionless granular materials under
compressive and shear loading, they have been less ap-
plied to tensile failure of cohesive frictional materials like
marl, clay or concrete.

While discrete models take into account the indi-
vidual behavior of each single particle, continuum-based
approaches can only describe the material behavior in
an average sense. Although, in most cases, the choice of
the specific constitutive formulation is motivated by mi-
crostructural considerations, the material response is char-
acterized exclusively in terms of stresses or strains and a
set of internal variables, which represent microstructural
effects in a phenomenological fashion. The microplane
plasticity model is a classical representative of this class of
continuum–based constitutive models. It is based on the
early ideas of Mohr [13], who suggested to characterize
the response of a material point by describing its behavior
in various representative directions in space. Similar to the
particle models, the choice of the constitutive assumption
relating the corresponding stress and strain vector of each
direction can be considered as the most important feature
of the model. The overall response of the material point
is obtained by integrating the resulting stress vectors over
the entire solid angle. Thus, the microplane concept pro-
vides a general framework of reproducing anisotropy in a
natural fashion. Its first application to rock–like geomate-
rials was presented at the end of the 70s by Zienkiewicz
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Fig. 1. Relation between discrete and macroscopic model

& Pande [14]. A decade later, a microplane model for ce-
mentitious materials was proposed by Bažant & Gam-
barova [15] and Bažant & Prat [16], which serves as
the basis for most existing microplane formulations, com-
pare Carol, Bažant & Prat [17] or Kuhl & Ramm
[18].

Figure 1 sketches the relation between the discrete par-
ticle model and the continuum–based microplane model.
While the particle model is of discrete nature and an over-
all characterization can only be derived through appropri-
ate homogenization techniques, the microplane model is
initially continuous and has to be discretized for compu-
tational reasons.

Although derived from two completely different
fields, both models show significant similarities from a
theoretical point of view. This contribution aims at
highlighting the equivalences of the two different ma-
terial formulations. Therefore, we will start by briefly
summarizing the basic ideas of the particle model restrict-
ing ourselves to granular assemblies of linear elastic, non–
rotating spherical particles. The resulting response of a
representative assembly will be derived by means of ho-
mogenization techniques based on Voigt’s hypothesis.
Relations between the macroscopic moduli and the nor-
mal and tangential contact stiffness will be pointed out.
Secondly, we will recapitulate the constitutive equations
of the microplane model. Again, a kinematic constraint
according to Voigt’s hypothesis is applied in order to
determine the relations between the macroscopic and the
microplane–based moduli. In chapter 4, both formulations
are further enhanced by incorporating elasto–plastic ef-
fects. The similarity of the model responses is highlighted
by means of the two homogenized tangent operators of
similar structure. A comparison and a final discussion of
both models will be given in chapter 5.

Note, that the following derivations are based on the
assumption of small displacements and small strains, re-
stricting the models to linear kinematics.

2
Discrete model for elastic granular assemblies
2.1
Macroscopic strain tensor – particle displacements
Various techniques of different degree of complexity can be
applied in order to determine the homogenized response
of a granular assembly. Since the homogenization itself is
not the scope of this study, we will restrict ourselves to
the application of one of the simplest techniques which is
based on Voigt’s hypothesis. We will thus assume that

the strain ε is distributed uniformly in the packing. Con-
sequently, every particle within the assembly displaces in
accordance with the uniform strain as the mean displace-
ment field. Thus, any vector l connecting two arbitrary
points of the assembly is strained by the amount ∆l. This
amount of straining can be expressed as the scalar prod-
uct of the normalized displacement ε, which will be inter-
preted as the strain tensor in the following, and the vector
l itself.

∆l = ε · l (1)

In particular, this relation holds for the relative displace-
ment ∆lc of the contact vector lc which connects the cen-
ters of mass of the two corresponding particles in contact.
By expressing the contact vector in terms of its length
||lc|| =

√
lc · lc and the unit normal to the contact plane

nc = lc/||lc||, we can rewrite equation (1) in the following
form.

∆lc(nc) = ||lc|| ε · nc (2)

Figure 2 indicates that the contact displacement ∆lc can
be additively decomposed into the displacements normal
and tangential to the contact plane.

∆lc(nc) = ∆lcNn + ∆lcT (3)

Note, that for this general three dimensional formulation,
the direction of tangential displacement is not known in
advance. Consequently, tangential displacements are char-
acterized through the vector ∆lcT while the amount of rel-
ative displacement in the normal direction is denoted by
the scalar–valued quantity ∆lcN . Both components can be
directly related to the overall strain tensor in the following
form.

∆lcN (nc) = ||lc||nc · ε · nc = ||lc||N c : ε

∆lcT (nc) = ||lc|| ε · nc − ∆lcNnc = ||lc||T c : ε
(4)

For sake of transparency, we have introduced the second
and third order projection tensors N and T as functions
of the characteristic direction n and the fourth order unit
tensor I with coefficients Iijkl = [δikδjl + δilδjk] /2.

N(n) = n ⊗ n

T (n) = n · I − n ⊗ n ⊗ n
(5)

In order to determine an analytical solution for the stress-
strain relationship of a granular assembly, we have to de-
rive integration formulae for the fourth order products of
these two tensors. Therefore, we will make use of the fol-
lowing analytical integration formulae of the zeroth, sec-
ond and fourth order fabric tensors integrated over the

Fig. 2. Normal and tangential displacement of contact vector
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solid angle Ω, compare Lubarda & Krajcinovic [19] or
Kanatani [20].

3
4π

∫
Ω

dΩ = 3
3
4π

∫
Ω

n ⊗ n dΩ = 1
3
4π

∫
Ω

n ⊗ n ⊗ n ⊗ n dΩ = 3
5Ivol + 2

5I

(6)

Herein, 1 denotes the second order unit tensor with coeffi-
cients 1ij = δij . Its dyadid product defines the volumetric
fourth order unit tensor Ivol = 1/3 1 ⊗ 1. Consequently,
the fourth order products of the projection tensors N and
T show the following properties when integrated analyti-
cally over the solid angle Ω,

3
4π

∫
Ω

N ⊗ N dΩ = 3
5Ivol + 2

5I
3
4π

∫
Ω

T T · T dΩ = − 3
5Ivol + 3

5I
(7)

which we will make use of in the following derivations.
Note, that by the transpose of the third order tensor T
denoted by T T , we will understand the following expres-
sion, T T = I · n − n ⊗ n ⊗ n.

2.2
Micromechanical contact law
The normal and the tangential contact forces fc

N and f c
T

are related to the normal and the tangential contact dis-
placements through the constitutive assumption at the
contact. For sake of simplicity, we will assume a linear ver-
sion of the elastic contact model along the lines of Hertz
which takes the following form.

fc
N (nc) = kN ∆lcN

f c
T (nc) = kT ∆lcT

(8)

Herein, kN and kT denote the normal and the tan-
gential contact stiffness, respectively. Moreover, we have
neglected the rotations of the particles, which is a reason-
able assumption for dense packings, compare Bathurst
& Rothenburg [2]. As indicated in Figure 3, the normal
and the tangential contact force represent the components
of the contact force vector f c(nc).

f c(nc) = fc
Nnc + f c

T (9)

2.3
Contact force – macroscopic stress tensor
The contact forces can be related to the macroscopic stress
tensor through the principle of virtual work as demon-
strated by Christoffersen, Mehrabadi & Nemat –

Fig. 3. Normal and tangential components of contact force

Nasser [4] and more recently by Chang [9]. The equiv-
alence of the overall macroscopic virtual work and the
virtual work of the granular assembly

δWmac = δWmic (10)

serves as starting point for the derivation of the macro-
scopic stress tensor. The macroscopic virtual work δWmac

can be expressed as the scalar product of the macroscopic
stress tensor σ and the virtual strains δε, while the virtual
work of the granular assembly is given as the product of all
contact forces f c with the corresponding virtual change of
the contact vectors δ∆lc summed over all contacts c and
divided by the volume of the assembly V .

δWmac = σ : δε

δWmic =
1
V

∑
c∈V

f c · δ∆lc (11)

Equations (10) and (11) together with the kinematic con-
straint condition δ∆lc = δε · lc as postulated in (1) yield
the following expression for the macroscopic stress tensor.

σ =
1
V

∑
c∈V

[f c ⊗ lc]sym (12)

Note, that (•)sym =
[
(•) + (•)T

]
/2 extracts only the sym-

metric part of the corresponding quantity. The stress ten-
sor can thus be understood as the symmetric part of the
dyadic product of each contact force f c with the corre-
sponding contact vector lc summed over all existing con-
tacts c. It should be noted, that this derivation based on
the equivalence of virtual work differs from the derivation
presented by Luding, Lätzel & Herrmann [21] which,
in general, leads to a non-symmetric stress tensor. How-
ever, for the formulation derived herein, the stress tensor
is guaranteed to be symmetric by construction. Combin-
ing the above definition with the definition of the contact
force vector (9), we can rewrite the definition of the stress
tensor in the following form.

σ =
1
V

∑
c∈V

[[fc
Nnc + f c

T ] ⊗ lc]sym (13)

By making use of the following identities lc = ||lc|| nc and
[f c

T ⊗ nc]sym = T cT · f c
T we can express the stress tensor

in terms of the normal and the tangential contact force,
the length of the contact vector and the corresponding
projection tensors.

σ =
1
V

∑
c∈V

||lc|| [N cfc
N + T cT · f c

T

]
(14)

The combination of the particle contact law (8) and the
kinematic constraint (4) with equation (14) yields a for-
mulation in terms of the given contact stiffnesses and the
projection tensors and the current strain tensor ε.

σ =
1
V

∑
c∈V

||lc||2 [
kNN c ⊗ N c + kT T cT · T c

]
: ε (15)

2.4
“Discrete” macroscopic constitutive law
The above relation between the overall stress and strain
tensor σ = C : ε leads to the definition of the discrete
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fourth order constitutive tensor C of the granular mate-
rial.

C =
1
V

∑
c∈V

||lc||2 [
kNN c ⊗ N c + kT T cT · T c

]
(16)

2.5
Homogenization – continuous constitutive law
In the following, we will demonstrate how an analytical
solution for the response of an elastic granular assembly
can be derived. We will restrict ourselves to granular ma-
terials with an isotropic packing structure, for which the
contact points are distributed with uniform probability
over all possible directions in space. Moreover, the assem-
bly is assumed to be composed of equally sized particles,
for which lc = 2rnc with r = const. Consequently, the
above definitions for the “discrete” stress tensor and the
discrete constitutive moduli can be transformed into an in-
tegral form, if a suitably large representative volume with
a large number of particles is considered. According to
Liao, Chang, Young & Chang [10], the summation of
an arbitrary function F over all contacts c = 1, . . . , N can
be expressed through its integral over the solid angle Ω
weighted by the number of contacts N divided by 4π.

N∑
c=1

F (nc) =
N

4π

∫
Ω

F (n)dΩ (17)

Consequently, the continuous form of the stress definition
of equation (12) can be expressed as

σ =
Nr

2V π

∫
Ω

[f ⊗ n]sym
dΩ (18)

whereas the continuous counterpart of the tensor of consti-
tutive moduli defined in equation (16) takes the following
form.

C =
Nr

V π

2 ∫
Ω

[
kNN ⊗ N + kT T T · T

]
dΩ (19)

If we postulate a linear elastic contact law which is iden-
tical for each contact, the contact stiffnesses kN and kT

are independent of the direction n and can therefore be
written in front of the integral.

C = kN
Nr

V π

2 ∫
Ω

N ⊗ NdΩ + kT
Nr

V π

2 ∫
Ω

T T · T dΩ (20)

It remains to apply the integration formulae of the fourth
order products of the projection tensors we had summa-
rized in equation (7). By comparing the result of the in-
tegration with the generalized form of Hooke’s law for a
linear elastic material,

C =
4Nr2

5V
[kN − kT ]Ivol +

4Nr2

15V
[2kN + 3kT ]I

C = 3λIvol + 2µI
(21)

we can easily express the Lamé constants λ and µ in terms
of the contact stiffnesses kN and kT ,

λ =
4Nr2

15V
[kN − kT ] and µ =

4Nr2

15V

[
kN +

3
2
kT

]
(22)

Fig. 4. Contact stiffnesses as a function of Poisson’s ratio

or, equivalently, formulate Young’s modulus and Pois-
son’s ratio as functions of the contact stiffnesses.

E =
4Nr2

3V

kN [2kN + 3kT ]
4kN + kT

and ν =
kN − kT

4kN + kT
(23)

From a physical point of view, the value of Poisson’s ra-
tio can lie within the range of −1 ≤ ν ≤ 1/2. However,
the constitutive equations derived above are restricted to
a material with Poisson’s ratio of −1 ≤ ν ≤ 1/4, as
can be concluded from equation (23). A larger value for
Poisson’s ratio can only be obtained, if the tangential
stiffness becomes negative, which is a non-reasonable as-
sumption from a physical point of view. Figure 4 illus-
trates this drawback of the model. It shows the normal
and tangential contact stiffnesses for different Poisson
ratios. Their values are scaled by the modified Young’s
modulus E∗ = [3V/4Nr2]E. If the macroscopic moduli
measured in an experiment are found to lie within this
limited range, the corresponding contact stiffnesses can
be expressed in the following form.

kN =
3V

4Nr2 [2µ + 3λ] and kT =
3V

4Nr2 [2µ − 2λ] (24)

kN =
3V

4Nr2

E

1 − 2ν
and kT =

3V

4Nr2

E

1 + ν

1 − 4ν

1 − 2ν
(25)

3
Continuum-based elastic microplane model
3.1
Macroscopic strain tensor – microplane strains
Continuum models are based on the assumption that the
displacement field is continuous throughout the whole do-
main of consideration. With a given displacement field u,
the corresponding strain field ε can be determined as the
symmetric part of the displacement gradient

ε = ∇symu (26)

if we restrict ourselves to the small displacement and small
strain case. In analogy to the discrete model described in
the previous section, we will apply a kinematic constraint,
assuming that the strains are distributed equally in space.
Consequently, the strain vector tε associated with the di-
rection characterized through the normal n is given in the
following form.

tε(n) = ε · n (27)
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Fig. 5. Normal and tangential strains on microplane

This strain vector can be additively decomposed into a
normal and a tangential contribution εN and εT as illus-
trated in Figure 5,

tε(n) = εNn + εT (28)

whereby the normal strain component and the tangential
strain vector are given as follows.

εN (n) = n · ε · n = N : ε

εT (n) = ε · n − εNn = T : ε
(29)

3.2
Microplane constitutive law
Again, for sake of transparency, we will first assume a
linear elastic material behavior. Consequently, the mi-
croplane stresses σN and σT can be expressed exclusively
in terms of the normal strain εN , the tangential strain vec-
tor εT and the normal and tangential elasticity modulus
of the corresponding plane CN and CT .

σN (n) = CN εN

σT (n) = CT εT

(30)

Note, that we have applied the additional assumption of
microplane isotropy by introducing only a scalar-valued
tangential elasticity modulus. As a natural consequence,
the tangential stress vector will always remain parallel to
the tangential strain vector, σT || εT . The resulting trac-
tion vector tσ of the plane can thus be expressed in terms
of its normal and tangential components as indicated in
Figure 6.

tσ(n) = σNn + σT (31)

3.3
Microplane stresses – macroscopic stress tensor
Again, we will make use of the equivalence of the macro-
scopic and the microplane–based virtual work

δWmac = δWmic (32)

Fig. 6. Normal and tangential stresses on microplane

in order to determine the overall stress tensor. According
to equation (11), the macroscopic virtual work is given
as the scalar product of the macroscopic stresses σ and
the virtual strain tensor δε, whereas the microplane–based
virtual work can be expressed as the product of the trac-
tion vector tσ and the virtual strain vector δtε integrated
over the solid angle Ω, compare (6).

δWmac = σ : δε

δWmic =
3
4π

∫
Ω

tσ · δtε dΩ
(33)

Together with the kinematic constraint condition of equa-
tion (29), such that δtε = δε · n, equations (32) and (33)
yield the definition of the macroscopic stress tensor as a
function of the stress vector and the plane’s normal.

σ =
3
4π

∫
Ω

[tσ ⊗ n]sym
dΩ (34)

Making use of the definition of the stress vector (31)

σ =
3
4π

∫
Ω

[[σNn + σT ] ⊗ n]sym
dΩ (35)

and the algebraic equivalence of [σT ⊗ n]sym = T T · σT ,
we obtain the definition of the macroscopic stress tensor
in terms of the microscopic stress components and the
projection tensors.

σ =
3
4π

∫
Ω

[
NσN + T T · σT

]
dΩ (36)

The overall macroscopic constitutive relation can be de-
rived by inserting the definition of the microplane stresses
(30) into (36) yielding the following relation.

σ =
3
4π

∫
Ω

[
CNN ⊗ N + CT T T · T

]
dΩ : ε (37)

3.4
Continuous macroscopic constitutive law
The continuous fourth order tensor of constitutive moduli
relating the macroscopic stresses and strains as σ = C : ε
can easily be extracted from the above relation.

C =
3
4π

∫
Ω

[
CNN ⊗ N + CT T T · T

]
dΩ (38)

If we assume an isotropic material behavior, the elastic
moduli of the microplane are independent of the orienta-
tion and can thus be written in front of the integrals.

C = CN
3
4π

∫
Ω

N ⊗ N dΩ + CT
3
4π

∫
Ω

T T · T dΩ (39)

Again, by applying the integration formulae (7) to calcu-
late the integrals over the solid angle as depicted in Figure
7, we can compare the result of the analytical integration
with the generalized form of Hooke’s law,

C =
[
3
5
CN − 3

5
CT

]
Ivol +

[
2
5
CN +

3
5
CT

]
I

C = 3λIvol + 2µI

(40)

yielding the following relation for the Lamé constants

λ =
1
5

[CN − CT ] and µ =
1
5

[
CN +

3
2
CT

]
(41)
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Fig. 7. Continuous model – surface of a unitsphere

as well as the engineering constants of Young’s modulus
and Poisson’s ratio in terms of the elastic microplane
moduli CN and CT .

E =
CN [2CN + 3CT ]

4CN + CT
and ν =

CN − CT

4CN + CT
(42)

Note, that again, the model is restricted to values of Pois-
son’s ratio lying in the range of −1 ≤ ν ≤ 1/4. In order
to cover the whole range of Poisson’s ratio, an additional
split of the normal microplane component into normal vol-
umetric and normal deviatoric contributions can be per-
formed as proposed by Bažant & Gambarova [15]. If
the macroscopic moduli are known from an experiment,
the microplane moduli can be determined with the help
of the following formulae.

CN = 2µ + 3λ and CT = 2µ − 2λ (43)

CN =
E

1 − 2ν
and CT =

E

1 + ν

1 − 4ν

1 − 2ν
. (44)

The values of the elastic microplane moduli for varying
Poisson’s ratios are depicted in Figure 4, whereby the
vertical axis is scaled by Young’s modulus E∗ = E.

3.5
Discretization – microplane–based constitutive law
For the linear elastic isotropic material model derived in
the previous section, the integration over the solid an-
gle can be carried out analytically. For an inelastic mate-
rial behavior, however, this analytical integration becomes
nearly impossible. Consequently, the integral expression is
commonly evaluated numerically by replacing the integral
by a discrete sum evaluated at a certain number of integra-
tion points, c = 1, . . . , nmp, and weighted by the weighting
coefficients wc.∫

Ω

F (n)dΩ ≈
nmp∑
c=1

F (nc)wc (45)

Consequently, the definition of the macroscopic stress ten-
sor of equation (34) can be approximated by the following
sum,

σ ≈
nmp∑
c=1

[tc
σ ⊗ nc]sym

wc (46)

whereas the fourth order constitutive tensor defined in
equation (38) can be approximated as follows.

C ≈
nmp∑
c=1

[
Cc

NN c ⊗ N c + Cc
T T cT · T c

]
wc (47)

Fig. 8. Discrete model – polyhedron with 42 microplanes

Obviously, the number of integration points determines
the order of accuracy of the approximation. By compar-
ing some of the various different integration formulae for
the integration over a solid angle, Bažant & Oh [22] have
found, that the integration with 42 integration points as
depicted in Figure 8 yields a sufficiently accurate approx-
imation at an acceptable level of effort.

4
Extension to elasto–plasticity
While the derivations in chapters 2 and 3 were based on
an elastic material behavior, this chapter aims at formu-
lating elasto–plastic constitutive equations for both types
of models. First, the homogenized response of frictional
assemblies is derived. It is based on irreversible contact
displacements which were verified experimentally by in-
vestigations of Drescher & de Josselin de Jong [11].
In the second part of this chapter, the derivation of an
elasto-plastic version of the microplane model is presented.

4.1
Granular assembly with frictional contacts
Frictional contact laws for granular assemblies are based
on the idea that the normal and tangential components of
the contact displacement can be additively decomposed
into reversible elastic parts denoted by ∆lel

N and ∆lel
T and

irreversible plastic contributions ∆lpl
N and ∆lpl

T .

∆lN (n) = ∆lel
N + ∆lpl

N

∆lT (n) = ∆lel
T + ∆lpl

T

(48)

The normal and tangential components of the contact
force can be expressed exclusively in terms of the elastic
contact displacements.

fN (n) = kN∆lel
N = kN∆lN − fpl

N fpl
N := kN∆lpl

N

fT (n) = kT ∆lel
T = kT ∆lT − fpl

T fpl
T := kT ∆lpl

T

(49)

The cohesionless frictional sliding of the particles is char-
acterized through Coulomb’s friction law, which moti-
vates the introduction of a yield function Φ of the following
form.
Φ(n) = ||fT || − tanϕ fN ≤ 0 (50)
Note, that a coupling of the normal and the tangential
components of the contact force is introduced through the
friction angle ϕ. The normals to the yield function can
thus be expressed as follows.

νN (n) := ∂Φ/∂fN

νT (n) := ∂Φ/∂fT

(51)
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The evolution of the plastic contact displacements can
be expressed in terms of the plastic multiplier γ and the
directions of plastic displacement µN and µT .

∆l̇pl
N (n) = γ̇ µN

∆l̇
pl

T (n) = γ̇ µT

(52)

Only in case of an associated friction model, these direc-
tions correspond to the normals to the yield function such
that µN = νN and µT = νT . In general, however, the
directions of plastic displacement can be chosen indepen-
dently yielding a non-associated friction law. In most ex-
isting formulations in the literature, the following choice
is applied, µN = 0 and µT = νT , while the normals to
the yield surface νN and νT remain as defined in equation
(51). The sliding process is further characterized through
Kuhn-Tucker conditions and the consistency condition.

Φ ≤ 0 γ̇ ≥ 0 Φ γ̇ = 0 Φ̇ γ̇ = 0 (53)

The evaluation of the consistency condition (53.4), yields
the evolution equation for the plastic multiplier γ

γ̇(n) =
|| l ||
h

[νNkNN + νT · kT T ] : ε̇ (54)

with

h(n) := νNkNµN + νT · kT µT . (55)

Consequently, for the case of frictional sliding with the
flow directions µN = 0 and µT = νT the rate of the
normal and tangential plastic contact forces of equation
(49) take the following form.

ḟpl
N (n) = 0

ḟ
pl

T (n) =
[
|| ḟT || − tanϕḟN

]
µT

(56)

Although derived in a different way, these evolution equa-
tions correspond to the ones given in the literature, com-
pare for example Chang [12]. Finally, we can specify the
macroscopic stress tensor, which can again be derived by
applying the principle of virtual work. It can be expressed
in accordance with equation (12),

σ =
1
V

∑
c∈V

||lc|| [f c ⊗ nc]sym (57)

whereby f c = fc
Nn+f c

T denotes the contact vector whose
components are specified in equation (49). Moreover, we
obtain the definition of the overall tangent operator Cep

tan

which relates the resulting macroscopic stress rates to the
macroscopic strain rates, σ̇ = Cep

tan : ε̇. For a discrete
granular assembly, the tangent operator can be expressed
as follows,

Cep
tan = Cel − 1

V

∑
c∈V

||lc||
h

2

[ N ckNνc
N + T cT · kT νc

T ]

⊗ [ µc
NkNN c + µc

T · kT T c ] (58)

with Cel denoting the elasticity tensor of the granular
assembly which was derived in equation (16).

4.2
Microplane model for elasto-plastic materials
Similar to the frictional contact laws of granular assem-
blies, the microplane–based plasticity model is based on
the additive decomposition of the microplane strains into
elastic and plastic parts.

εN (n) = εel
N + εpl

N

εT (n) = εel
T + εpl

T

(59)

Again, the microplane stresses are assumed to depend only
on the elastic parts of the strain components.

σN (n) = CN εel
N

σT (n) = CT εel
T

(60)

Moreover, a yield function Φ of Drucker–Prager type
is introduced. It can be expressed as the difference of an
equivalent stress ||σT || − tanϕσN and the yield stress Y ,
which is assumed to be constant in case of ideal plasticity.
Φ(n) = ||σT || − tanϕ σN − Y ≤ 0 (61)
Herein, ϕ denotes the angle of internal friction whereas
the normals to the yield function will be denoted by νN

and νT .

νN (n) := ∂Φ/∂σN

νT (n) := ∂Φ/∂σT

(62)

The evolution of the plastic strains is determined by the
plastic multiplier γ and the normal and tangential flow
directions characterized through µN and µT , respectively.

ε̇pl
N (n) = γ̇ µN

ε̇pl
T (n) = γ̇ µT

(63)

For an associated plasticity model, these flow directions
are identical to the corresponding normals to the yield
surface, such that µN = νN and µT = νT . The loading–
unloading process is governed by the Kuhn–Tucker con-
ditions and the consistency condition.
Φ ≤ 0 γ̇ ≥ 0 Φ γ̇ = 0 Φ̇ γ̇ = 0 (64)
The evolution of the plastic multiplier can be directly de-
termined from the evaluation of the consistency condition
(64.4) such that

γ̇(n) =
1
h

[νNCNN + νT · CT T ] : ε̇ (65)

with
h(n) := νNCNµN + νT · CT µT . (66)
Consequently, the macroscopic stress tensor is given as
the symmetric part of the dyadic product of the traction
vector with the corresponding normal,

σ =
3
4π

∫
Ω

[tσ ⊗ n]sym
dΩ (67)

whereby the components of the traction vector tσ =
σNn + σT are defined in equations (60). Moreover, the
continuous elasto–plastic tangent operator Cep

tan relat-
ing the macroscopic stress and strain rates according to
σ̇ = Cep

tan : ε̇ can be expressed in the following form

Cep
tan= Cel − 3

4π

∫
Ω

1
h [ NCNνN + T T · CT νT ]

⊗ [ µNCNN + µT · CT T ]dΩ
(68)

whereby Cel denotes the elastic constitutive tensor of (38).
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4.3
Example
The features of the elasto–plastic material model will be
demonstrated by means of a microplane simulation of the
two classical model problems of uniaxial compression (Fig-
ure 9, right) and simple shear (Figure 9, left). A plane
strain situation is assumed. In accordance with most ex-
isting particle models from the literature, the yield stress
has been set to zero Y = 0 N/mm2, the friction an-
gle has been chosen to ϕ = 30◦ and a non-associated
flow rule with µN = 0 and µT = νT has been as-
sumed. Consequently, the model response will correspond
to the one of Coulomb type particle models of equally-
sized spheres with a uniform contact distribution. Figures
10 and 11 depict the distribution of the plastic multi-
plier γ characterizing the amount of plastic sliding asso-
ciated with the normal of the corresponding plane. For
each problem, three different ratios of the normal and the
tangential elastic contact stiffness have been studied, man-
ifesting themselves in three different values of the macro-
scopic Poisson’s ratio with Young’s modulus constant
at E = 30000 N/mm2. As expected, for the case of uni-
axial compression depicted in Figure 10, maximum sliding
takes place normal to the loading direction. Obviously, the
amount of sliding increases with increasing Poisson ra-
tios. The response under simple shear is characterized by
the Reynold’s effect introduced through the lateral con-
finement due to the boundary conditions. Consequently,
plastic sliding tends to concentrate under an angle of 45◦
towards the loading axis, compare Figure 11. Again, the
amount of sliding increases with increasing Poisson ra-
tios. This example provides inside into the anisotropic na-

Fig. 9. Geometry of model problems

Fig. 10. Uniax. compression – distribution of plastic multiplier

Fig. 11. Simple shear – distribution of plastic multiplier

ture of plastic slip in granular media. However, it can only
be considered a first step since it is restricted to equally-
sized particles with an isotropic contact distribution.

5
Comparison
Although derived from two completely different fields, the
constitutive equations of the discrete particle model and
the continuum–based microplane model show various sim-
ilarities. In both cases, the kinematic relation between the
microscopic and the macroscopic quantities was assumed
in accordance with Voigt’s hypothesis. While the particle
model is formulated in terms of relative displacements and
contact forces, the microplane model is based on strain
and stress vectors. Consequently, the material parameters
of the particle model can be interpreted as normal and tan-
gential contact stiffnesses, whereas the related microplane
parameters can be understood as normal and tangential
elastic moduli. In both cases, the macroscopic stress tensor
is derived through the principle of virtual work. A com-
parison of the most important equations of both models
is summarized in Table 1.

Even for frictional materials, both models show a sim-
ilar behavior. The particle model is usually associated
with Coulomb’s friction law for cohesionless materials,
whereas the yield function of the microplane model can
be introduced in a more general Drucker–Prager based
fashion. It includes not only the difference of the norm of
the tangential stress and the normal stress weighted by the
friction angle but also a yield stress, which does usually
not exist for the particle model. If both material mod-
els are written in a similar notation, the existing particle
models for frictional sliding can be interpreted as a special
case of a non–associated plasticity formulation. Based on
the introduction of plastic multipliers, a homogenized tan-
gent operator for the particle model can be derived in the
same fashion as for the microplane plasticity model. The
remarkable similarity of both formulations is documented
in Table 2.

Finally, it should be mentioned, that although there
are numerous similarities between both formulations,

Table 1. Comparison of linear elastic models

Granular assembly Microplane model

∆lc =∆lcNn + ∆lcT

∆lcN = ||lc||N : ε

∆lcT = ||lc||T : ε

tε =εNn + εT

εN =N : ε

εT =T : ε

fc =fc
Nn + fc

T

fc
N =kN∆lcN

fc
T =kT ∆lcT

σ = Nr
2V π

∫
[fc ⊗ n]sym dΩ

tσ =σNn + σT

σN =CNεN

σT =CT εT

σ = 3
4π

∫
[tσ ⊗ n]sym dΩ

kN = 3V
4Nr2 [2µ + 3λ]

kT = 3V
4Nr2 [2µ − 2λ]

C = Nr2

V π

∫
[kNN ⊗ N

+kT T T · T
]
dΩ

CN =2µ + 3λ

CT =2µ − 2λ

C = 3
4π

∫
[CNN ⊗ N

+ CT T T · T
]
dΩ
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Table 2. Comparison of elasto-plastic models

Granular assembly Microplane model

∆l = ∆lNn + ∆lT

∆lN = ∆lel
N + ∆lpl

N

∆lT = ∆lel
T + ∆lpl

T

tε = εNn + εT

εN = εel
N + εpl

N

εT = εel
T + εpl

T

f = fNn + fT

fN = kN∆lel
N

fT = kT ∆lel
T

σ = Nr
2V π

∫
[f ⊗ n]sym dΩ

tσ = σNn + σT

σN = CNεel
N

σT = CT εel
T

σ = 3
4π

∫
[tσ ⊗ n]sym dΩ

Φ = feq ≤ 0

feq = ||fT || − tan ϕfN

Φ = σeq − Y ≤ 0

σeq = ||σT || − tan ϕσN

∆l̇pl
N = γ̇ µN

∆l̇
pl

T = γ̇ µT

γ̇ = ||l||/h [ νNCNN

+νT CT T ] : ε̇

ε̇pl
N = γ̇ µN

ε̇pl
T = γ̇ µT

γ̇ = 1/h [ νNCNN

+νT CT T ] : ε̇

each of them is extremely valuable for its own fields of
application. While microplane–based continuum models
are usually applied to simulate the behavior of larger
structures, particle models are believed to provide further
inside into complex microstructural phenomena. The com-
parison presented in this paper was restricted to granular
assemblies of equally sized, spherical particles. Moreover,
their contacts which are assumed to be distributed uni-
formly in space. However, this idealization seems to be
too restrictive when compared to reality. For more com-
plex studies, a particle model consisting of particles of
different size and shape could be applied to determine mi-
cromechanical quantities, for example discrete values of a
contact distribution function, which could be used as input
parameter for a microplane–based finite element simula-
tion. Since the discrete element method itself is usually
too expensive to model complex structures, a finite ele-
ment simulation based on the additional information pro-
vided by microstructural analysis can be considered an
appropriate alternative.
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